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Abstract
We investigate the phenomenological connection between the Weisskopf–
Wigner approximation and CPT violation in neutral-meson–antimeson
(M0M¯0) mixing and discuss a variety of methods to extract the CPT-violating
parameter θ. In this context, we demonstrate the importance of the C-even
jM0M¯0i state. In particular, by measuring the time dependence of opposite-
sign dilepton events arising from decays of the C-even and C-odd jM0M¯0i
states, θ may be disentangled from the parameters λ+ and λ¯− characterizing
violations of the ∆F = ∆Q rule. Furthermore, these two parameters may also
be determined. The same is true if one uses like-sign dilepton events arising
only from the C-even jM0M¯0i state.




The usual phenomenology of the complex formed by the neutral flavoured meson M0
(M0 = K0, D0, B0d, B
0
s ) and its antiparticle
M0 is based on the Weisskopf{Wigner ap-
proximation (WWA) [1{3]. This complex is investigated extensively for valuable studies like
those of the discrete symmetries CP, T and CPT, and of physics beyond the Standard Model
(for a review see Ref. [4]). So far, the only known CP and T non-invariances have arisen in
measurements of the M0 M0 complex, while CPT conservation is at present consistent with
all existing data [5]. Therefore, testing CPT invariance at the phenomenological level is an
important issue (see, e.g., Ref. [6]). The purpose of this paper is to consider some tests of
CPT invariance in the mixing of M0 and M0 and to relate such tests with dierent levels [7]
of the WWA. We shall consider transitions of single M0 and M0 mesons into M0, M0, and
transitions of the C-even and C-odd correlated jM0 M0i states into two flavoured mesons
(M0, M0); this would require flavour-tagging. We shall also consider decays of these corre-
lated states into physical channels (e.g., pipi, pi`ν, . . .). We will demonstrate the importance
of the C-even state [8], in particular, for disentangling CPT violation from violations of the
F = Q rule (F means flavour and may be S or C or B), which could arise from physics
beyond the Standard Model.
The WWA is characterized by the introduction of two independently propagating states
jMH,Li which are linear combinations of the flavour states:
jMHi = pH jM0i+ qH j M0i , jpH j2 + jqH j2 = 1 ,
jMLi = pLjM0i − qLj M0i , jpLj2 + jqLj2 = 1 ,
(1.1)
where pH,L and qH,L are complex constants. Thus the time evolution is described by
jMH,Li t! H,L(t)jMH,Li with H,L(0) = 1 , (1.2)
where t is the proper time and the H,L are the propagation functions. By the same token, a
crucial property of the WWA is the lack of vacuum regeneration (called WWA1 below), i.e,
the absence of transitions jMH,Li ! jML,Hi in the time evolution. Let us dene the general
probability amplitudes for the transitions jM0i ! jM0i, jM0i ! j M0i, j M0i ! jM0i
and j M0i ! j M0i, respectively, as a(t), b(t), b(t) and a(t). Then, we have the following
consequences of WWA1 [7]:
b(t) = αb(t) , (1.3)
a(t)− a(t) = βb(t) , (1.4)
where α and β are complex constants1 determined in terms of pH,L and qH,L:
1Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) may be visualized as follows. Using (i) Eq. (1.2), (ii) linearity of the transfor-
mation of Eq. (1.1) and its inverse, and (iii) the general constraints a¯(0) = a(0) = 1, b(0) = b¯(0) = 0,











While jαj 6= 1 signies T non-invariance, β 6= 0 signies CPT non-invariance. Since both of
them arise from the single property WWA1, we may regard Eq. (1.4) as the CPT complement
to Eq. (1.3). The second property (WWA2) of the WWA is the model for the t-dependence
of the four amplitudes a, b, b, a:
a+ a = H + L , (1.6)
b = qHqL(H −L)/D , (1.7)
with D = pHqL + pLqH , where Eq. (1.7) is to be seen in the light of Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4).
The third piece (WWA3) of the WWA is the exponential decay law:
H,L(t) = exp(−itλH,L) with λH,L = mH,L − i
2
ΓH,L , (1.8)
where, as usual, mH,L are the real masses and ΓH,L the real decay widths of MH,L. In the
following we will also need the denitions m = mH −mL and Γ = ΓH − ΓL.












where both the real and imaginary parts of θ are in principle measurable2 and violate both











1− θ2 . (1.10)
Finally, the full WWA description of the amplitudes a, b, a, b is obtained as [4,9]


















2The quantity θ is phase convention-independent.
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In the following sections, we give rst a discussion emphasizing general features, and then,
go to an explicit calculation using the full WWA of Eq. (1.11), with the aim of determining
θ. In Section II, we consider the one-time transitions described by the four amplitudes a, b,
a, b. Here, flavour-tagging of both the initial and nal mesons M0, M0 would be required. In
Section III, the two-time transitions of the C-even and C-odd correlatedM0 M0 states jψi to
M0M0, M0 M0, M0 M0 and M0M0 nal states are considered. Here, flavour-tagging of only
the nal mesons is required. Section IV is devoted to the two-time decays of the correlated
states jψi into physical channels f and g; here, no flavour-tagging is needed. Section V deals
with explicit calculations for the choice f and g as inclusive semileptonic channels|both
like-sign and opposite-sign dilepton events. Finally, Section VI gives a summary.
II. TRANSITIONS OF SINGLE MESONS M0 OR M¯0 TO M0, M¯0
Let us rst consider transitions of single M0 or M0 mesons to M0, M0, in analogy to the




jbj2 + jbj2 (2.1)
provides a clear test of the relation (1.3), which requires
K =
jαj2 − 1
jαj2 + 1 = constant. (2.2)
The CPLEAR claim [12] of their first direct observation of time reversal non-invariance
in the kaon system is not universally accepted [13{15], because of the involvement of β-
decay amplitudes of the neutral kaon { in addition to b and b { in the phenomenological
description of the experimental observable measured by the CPLEAR group. Also, the
entire analysis in Refs. [10{12] was within the framework of the full WWA. Since the WWA
is an approximation and, since the decay amplitudes of flavoured mesons are, at present,
not as well determined as one would need, it is tempting to avoid [15] the WWA and the
decay amplitudes totally. Then, one is lead to a measurement of jaj, jbj, jbj and jaj directly,
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3For neutral kaons, the CPLEAR [12] reactions p¯p ! K+pi−K¯0 /K−pi+K0 allow this by utilizing
the identity of the accompanying charged kaons and pions.
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Then, T invariance (and CP invariance) requires A4 = 0; CPT invariance (and CP invari-
ance) requires A3 = 0. The WWA1 prediction following from Eq. (1.3) is e4 = jαj. The
corresponding WWA1 prediction from Eq. (1.4) says that (a− a)/b = β is constant; a cor-
responding statement involving b (and not b) is possible because of Eq. (1.3). However, β
and b are not rephasing-invariant, and the t-dependent phases of the rephasing invariants
βb/a and βb/a are not experimentally accessible. If one uses the relations
e1 = e3e5 , e2 = e1e4 , e6 = e4e5 (2.5)





 jβj , (2.6)
which is not a clean equality{test of the type of e4 = jαj. While CPT invariance would,
in general, require e1 = e5 (viz. e3 = 1), Eq. (1.4) gives only the bound (2.6), which is
t-independent and directly related to CPT violation in mixing. Within WWA1, the bound
(2.6) does not provide a compelling test of the CPT complement (1.4) of the known T
asymmetry [10{12] A4 = −K. In the next sections, by invoking correlated M0 M0 states,
we will show that tests of Eq. (1.4) are indeed possible by invoking also Eq. (1.3).
If we use the full WWA, the appropriate CPT observable A3 is given by
A3 =
jaj2 − jaj2







to rst order in the CPT-violating parameter θ.
III. STATES OF TWO MESONS (M0, M¯0) ARISING FROM CORRELATED
STATES jM0M¯0i
Let us now consider the entangled states
jψi = 1p2
h
jM0(~k)i ⊗ j M0(−~k)i+ j M0(~k)i ⊗ jM0(−~k)i
i
, (3.1)
where  = 1 refers to the CP-even and CP-odd state, respectively. First we discuss
probabilities for nding jM0(~k)i (the momentum ~k pointing to the left-hand side) at time




























a `(−)a (t`) and (−)a r(−)a (tr), etc. No assumption of any discrete symmetry or about
the WWA is made. The detection of the nal jM0i and j M0i would require some \tagging",
done preferably by involving flavour-conserving strong interactions { e.g., the \jet charge
method" (see, e.g., Ref. [17]) corresponding to the relevant flavoured quark or, for neutral
kaons, the reactions [18] K0p ! K+n, K0p ! pi+ (see also Ref. [19]). The second proce-
dure, applicable to neutral K mesons, is based on only strangeness conservation in strong
interactions. The rst one, used for B mesons, is a purely empirical procedure of the \cal-
ibrated" type, wherein, briefly speaking, one estimates the sign of the charge of the parent
flavoured quark by performing suitable weighted averages over charges of the particle tracks
in the jet produced by the flavoured quark; to make the analysis more reliable, the jets from
the parent quark and the parent antiquark are simultaneously considered. Apart from its
empirical nature, the procedure is general.




0, tr)− P( M0, t`; M0, tr)





0, tr)− P( M0, t`;M0, tr)
P(M0, t`; M0, tr) + P( M0, t`;M0, tr)
. (3.7)
For  = −1, using the full WWA1, i.e., Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4), one gets
Q1−(t`, tr) =
jαj2 − 1
jαj2 + 1 = constant , (3.8)
which equals [10,11] the one-time asymmetry K of Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), evaluated in the WWA,
as previously noted [20,21]. Thus the asymmetry Q1− being independent of t` and tr, and its
equality to K are two known tests [20,21] of WWA1. It is worth emphasizing that neither
CPT invariance nor T invariance has been assumed. Obviously, Q1− can provide a test of
T invariance (jαj = 1), but not of CPT invariance (β = 0) because Q1− does not involve β.
For the C-even case ( = +1) one also gets the result (3.8) by assuming Eq. (1.3) and, in
addition, CPT invariance, which means β = 0 in the WWA. This is an example of testing4
Eq. (1.4) by invoking Eq. (1.3). Within the full WWA, by using Eq. (1.11) for calculating
Q1+, we obtain




1− θ2 [g−(t` + tr)− 2θg−(t`)g−(tr)] , (3.9)




1− θ2 [g−(t` + tr) + 2θg−(t`)g−(tr)] , (3.10)
4One could invert this argument. For the choice M0 = K0 one believes (see Refs. [22,23] for
recent analyses within the WWA) CPT non-invariance in mixing to be small compared to T non-
invariance. Thus, in this case, WWA1 predicts Q1+ −K to be of order 10−2 to 10−4, as expected
from possible CPT non-invariance. A jQ1+−Kj much larger than this or a t-dependent Q1+ would,
therefore, go against the WWA, thus allowing to test WWA1.
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and, to rst order in symmetry-violating parameters,
Q1+ ’ jαj
2 − 1






The rst term on the right-hand side is, of course, identical with Q1−. Therefore, it should
be possible to extract θ from the time dependence of Eq. (3.11). In order to get a feeling
for the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.11), we consider two limiting cases. For
t`, tr  j2/Γj, one gets
Q1+ −Q1− ! 2 Re θ sign (Γ) . (3.12)
On the other hand, for small times t`, tr  1/
p
(m)2 + (Γ/2)2, one can show that












Now we come to the asymmetry Q2. Under the exchange t` $ tr, the probabilities (3.4)
and (3.5) get exchanged, due to invariance under a 180 rotation. Using Eq. (1.3), one can
see that Q2 is non-zero only if CPT invariance does not hold, viz. a 6= a, whether Eq. (1.4)
is used or not. This provides a test of CPT invariance for both  = 1 within WWA1:
in the probabilities (3.4) and (3.5), the part which is odd under t` $ tr vanishes, if CPT
invariance holds, whether the parameter β is invoked or not.5
Applying now the full WWA1, we obtain
P(M
0, t`; M
0, tr)− P( M0, t`;M0, tr) =
Re






(a`br − b`ar) β

. (3.14)
This dierence (and also Q2) is non-zero only for β 6= 0. Therefore, conrming the above
statement, CPT invariance ensures the vanishing of the component in P(M
0, t`; M
0, tr)
which is odd under t` $ tr. Invoking the full WWA gives the asymmetries Q2, to rst order
in θ, as






















5Analogous to Q1+ (see footnote 4), one could invert this argument. Within WWA1, allowing
for T non-invariance (viz. general α), one expects Q2 to be of order 10−2 to 10−4, as arising from
possible CPT violation for M0 = K0. On the other hand, without WWA1, Q2 may be large
since it gets contributions from T non-invariance (which may be regarded as established already,
in contrast to CPT non-invariance) also, and this would go against the WWA.
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Here, we have dened the complex parameter λ = λH − λL = m − iΓ/2 and the real
parameters t = t`  tr. Furthermore, G1(t`, tr) and G2(t`, tr) are, respectively, even and
odd under t` $ tr:
G1
2
(t`, tr) = g+(t`) g(tr)− g−(t`) g(tr) = 1
2

e−i(λLt`+λH tr)  e−i(λH t`+λLtr) . (3.17)
Again, one can see that the real and imaginary parts of θ can be extracted from measure-
ments of Q2− or Q2+.
IV. DECAYS OF THE CORRELATED STATES INTO PHYSICAL CHANNELS
We now come to the decays of jψi into the physical channel f detected at t` and the
physical channel g detected at tr. Then the rate is (see, e.g., Ref. [7]), assuming the closed
nature of the [(jM0i, j M0i) $ (jMHi, jMLi)] system,
R(f, t`; g, tr) =
1
2
(a`br + b`ar)AfAg + (b`ar + a`br) Af Ag +
(
a`ar + b`br + (a`ar + b`br)
 1
2
(Af Ag + AfAg) +
(
a`ar − b`br − (a`ar − b`br)
 1
2
(Af Ag − AfAg)
2 , (4.1)
wherein the transition amplitudes are dened by
hf jT jM0i = Af , hf jT j M0i = Af , hgjT jM0i = Ag , hgjT j M0i = Ag . (4.2)
Some tests of WWA have been discussed in Ref. [7] for the C-odd case. Assuming full
WWA1, Eq. (4.1) gives





αAfAg − Af Ag + β 1
2
(Af Ag + AfAg)

+
(2a`ar − 2αb`br + β(a`br + b`ar)) 1
2




Note that in general this rate is neither purely odd nor purely even under t` $ tr. However,
it has been stressed in Ref. [7] that for identical nal states (apart from rotations around
the axis given by ~k) f = g it becomes a function which is symmetric under the exchange of
the time variables, as it should be, on general symmetry arguments, for both C = 1, even
without the formula (4.1).
As noted above for P(M
0, t`; M
0, tr), we observe that in R+, assuming Eq. (1.3), the
part odd under t` $ tr vanishes, if CPT invariance holds, viz. a = a, whether Eq. (1.4) is
used or not. This provides a test of CPT invariance within WWA1, with or without invoking
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the parameter β. Within the full WWA, this result has been noted earlier in an explicit cal-
culation [8]; the present result is based on simpler and more general considerations. Taking
into account both Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4), the rate R+ is given by





αAfAg + Af Ag + β
1
2





β Af Ag + α
1
2
(Af Ag + AfAg)

+
a`ar(Af Ag + AfAg) + (a`br − b`ar) β 1
2
(Af Ag − AfAg)
2 . (4.4)
This formula shows, in a simple manner, that, for β 6= 0, R+ contains a part odd under
t` $ tr.
With the full WWA, i.e., using Eq. (1.11), the rates R assume the well known forms
[24]
R−(f, t`; g, tr) =
1
2














R+(f, t`; g, tr) =
1
2










1− θ2 [g− (t+) + 2θg− (t`) gr (tr)] Af Ag
+ θG2(t`, tr)
(





For general f and g, Eq. (4.6) may provide a test of the exponential decay law as embodied
in WWA3 as follows. According to Eq. (4.6), a (t` $ tr)-symmetric rate would arise only
with β = 0 (θ = 0). But with β = 0 the full WWA makes the time dependence of this rate a
specic function of t+ only [8,25]. The exponential decay law would, therefore, be violated
by a (t` $ tr)-symmetric rate which either is not a function of only t+ or departs from the
specic t+ dependence predicted by the full WWA.
V. DILEPTON EVENTS FROM CORRELATED DECAYS
We rst consider opposite-sign dilepton events [26,27], i.e., inclusive semileptonic decays
with f = X`+ν` and g = X`
−ν`. For illustrating our point, we consider the same type of
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lepton on the two sides. We shall use the simple notation `+ for f and `− for g. Allowing for













where A+  A`+ , A−  A`− , and so on. As usual, we assume that the quantities θ, λ+, and
λ−, which describe \unexpected" physics, are small, and we retain contributions only up to
the rst order in these quantities.
First, we want to show that, by observing the time dependence of decays into opposite-
sign dilepton events of both jψ+i and jψ−i, it is possible to disentangle θ, λ+, and λ−. This
is easily seen by comparing [24]












g+(t+) + (λ+ + λ−)g−(t+) + θG2(t`, tr)2 . (5.3)
The part of the rate R−(`+, t`; `−, tr) which is odd under t` $ tr determines the combination
θ − λ+ + λ−, whereas in the case of R+(`+, t`; `−, tr) the odd and even parts depend on θ
and λ+ + λ−, respectively.
Considering like-sign dilepton events [24,27], \new physics" does not enter at rst order
for the C-odd state [24]:
















jG2(t`, tr)j2 . (5.5)
However, correlated decays of the C-even state into like-sign dilepton events do contain \new










jg−(t+) + 2λ+g+(t+)− 2 θg−(t`)g−(tr)j2 (5.6)
and
R+(`






2 g−(t+) + 2λ−g+(t+) + 2 θg−(t`)g−(tr)2 . (5.7)
From these two rates, which are obviously symmetric under t` $ tr, the quantities θ, λ+ and
λ− could be disentangled because the functions of t` and tr with which they are associated
are dierent.
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A remark is now in order concerning the comparison of the formulas of this section with
experiment. In general, the amplitudes A, A will depend on the detailed conguration of
the nal state X`+ν` or X`
−ν`, i.e., on the particle content of X ( X) and the momenta and
polarizations of all particles in the nal states. Let us denote the sum over all congurations
detected on the left-hand side by h. . .i` and the sum over those detected on the right-hand
side by h. . .ir. Consider, as an example, the rate R−(`+, t`; `+, tr). Taking into consideration
the summation over the nal congurations, we obtain (see also Refs. [23,28])

























G2(t`, tr) + 2G1(t`, tr)(λr+ − λ`+)2 , (5.8)








has been retained. One now sees that, in R−(`+, t`; `+, tr) and R−(`−, t`; `−, tr), violations
of the F = Q rule cancel only if left and right-hand sides are summed over identical
congurations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The investigation in this paper was motivated by the two WWA relations (1.3) and (1.4),
which express T violation for jαj 6= 1 and CPT violation for β 6= 0, respectively. While clear
tests of the rst relation exist without invoking further information on the WWA, this is
not the case for the second one. However, we have shown that CPT invariance, i.e., relation
(1.4), can be tested once we assume the validity of Eq. (1.3).
One way to pin down CPT violation in M0 M0 mixing is given by measuring the flavour
asymmetries Q1 and Q2, through the results in Eqs. (3.11), (3.15) and (3.16); here the
signs in the subscript refer to the C-odd and C-even M0 M0 states, respectively. The required
flavour-tagging forM0 = K0 can use scattering via strong interactions, assuming strangeness
conservation in strong interactions. For the heavier choices of M0, the empirical \jet charge"
method was mentioned. While Q1− tests the relation (1.3) and, therefore, measures T
violation, the asymmetries Q1+−Q1− and Q2 are non-zero only if CPT violation in mixing
is present. Using the full WWA, the characteristic time dependence of these asymmetries is
given as functions of the CPT-violating parameter θ.
We have noted a possible test of the exponential decay law using Eq. (4.6) for the decay
of the correlated state jψ+i.
We have also discussed correlated decays of the C-odd and C-even M0 M0 states, with
emphasis on semileptonic decays. Since we are exploring new physics in the form of CPT
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violation in mixing, it is reasonable to allow possible new physics through violations of the
conventional F = Q rule. It was shown [24] that with correlated dileptonic decays
of the C-odd state it is not possible to separate θ from λ+ and λ−, the two quantities
parameterizing violations of the F = Q rule. In Ref. [8], however, it was stressed that
by using the C-even state such a separation is indeed possible. Here, we have demonstrated
that all three parameters can be disentangled6 either by comparing the time dependence
of opposite-sign dilepton events from the C-odd correlated state with that from the C-even
state, or by considering like-sign dilepton events from the C-even correlated state alone.
In summary, we have discussed a variety of ways to extract CPT violation in M0 M0 mix-
ing, without making further assumptions, in particular, the F = Q rule. The methods
we have come up with require dicult experimental steps, namely flavour-tagging and/or
measurements on the C-even M0 M0 complex [29]. However, with such experiments one
could probe fundamental properties in the case of neutral flavoured mesons; that seems to
make the eort worthwhile.
6This separation is also possible for semileptonic decays of single mesons M0 and M¯0 [24]; that
requires initial state-tagging. This procedure has been used by the CPLEAR Collaboration [22,23]
for M0 = K0. In order to compare our rephasing-invariant definitions with the rephasing non-
invariant notation used by the CPLEAR Collaboration, we compare the rates Eqs. (9a)–(9d) of
Ref. [23] with these rates calculated in our notation and obtain the correspondences λ+ $ −x,
λ¯− $ −x¯, θ $ 2δ, (1 − jq/pj)/2 $ Re ε, (1 − jA¯−/A+j2)/4 $ Re y, remembering that the
short-lived and long-lived kaons correspond, respectively, to our states jMLi and jMHi.
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